2019 Edition

Our Stunning Tipis will speak for themselves, but it’s
all the extras which will really make an impression.

First Impressions
Make your guests feel like guests of honour with a luxe dandy dura
walkway. Why not add a Little Hat which is a perfect setting for a buffet,
band or bar. It can also provide a shaded seated area for your guests and
our unique copper torches are guaranteed to burn long into the night.
An outdoor terrace is perfect for chilling out, and we have chillout seating
and an outdoor fire pit for partygoers to take a break from the festivities.

We chose Love Tipis as we wanted a really laid back, individual,
festival type vibe for the day. We loved the versatility of them, being
able to have however many Tipis you need for more space and the
fact of having different sides open or closed. Having not been in one
before I set off trying to find a company. I found yours and knew
you were right, especially as you had the off white colour! We just
loved them. The lights and disco ball give an little extra pop when it
comes to the evening party! Rian Paget

WALKWAY (10m Luxury Dandy Dura) £54.00
10M FESTOON LIT WALKWAY £145.20
DRONE PHOTOGRAPHY Price on application
NIMBUS £288.00
COPPER TORCH £18.00
GIANT HAT TIPI From £1260.00

You have your guest list sorted, now you just have to
plan your tables. We can make this a little easier for
you with our range of tables, benches and chairs.

ROUND TABLES (to seat 10) £9.60
SHABBY CHIC TABLE (to seat 6) £16.80 each
MATCHING BENCH £8.40
LIMEWASH CHAIRS £5.40

Seating plans
Our round tables look delightful when dressed
with a crisp white table cloth, and seat ten
guests on lovely limewash chairs. But if you
want a more boho feel, our six-seater tables and
benches are ideal, and work perfectly with our
sheepskin throws.
Other options are our handcrafted, reclaimed
tables and benches which are sturdy and
delightfully rustic. Our vintage folding chairs,
are another option if you need to clear space
for the dancefloor.

Whether you are planning a cosy winter event, or are
embracing the joys of spring, our chillout furniture
will be a well received addition to your party.

And chillax...
Providing a comfortable and sociable solution, our hand-crafted vintage
style apple crates are upholstered with real sheepskin lids and are
complimented by apple crate tables. Open the lid and pop your heels
in before hitting the dance floor! When dusk draws in, be sure to throw
another log on our indoor fireplace to ensure the flames flicker through
the night. Our outdoor firepits are perfect for toasting marshmallows.

Such a Wow Factor having the Tipis for our wedding, an
effortless choice as Love Tipis team do the hard work!
The Tipis looked amazing! Especially at night with all the
Fairy Lights inside as well as the Outdoor Lighting. We would
definitely recommend the Circular Bar with the Hanging
Hops above it and the Chill Out Furniture which was great for
storing handbags and heels in! Dance Floor, Disco Ball and
Large Barrels used as Drinks Tables all looked fabulous..
WOODEN TABLES £24.00
APPLE CRATE STOOLS
WITH SHEEPSKIN LID (sits 1-2) £9.60
OUTDOOR FIRE PIT from £36.00
INDOOR FIRE PLACE from £144.00

was just perfect...
Thank you Stewart, James, Sophie and the rest of the team..
great service and would definitely recommend...
Many Thanks
Charlotte & Nathan, Wedding

Whether you are a dad dancer, or
can’t wait to throw some moves,
you will need a dancefloor.

First Dance
We have our standard size for small parties, the
deluxe size for lots of groovers, and the ultra
which will keep everybody reaching for the stars
at any one time.
Multi coloured uplighters and a mirror ball
are the perfect addition to the party tent, but
if you’re more of an indie-lover, we can provide
a stage for your wedding band. Various sizes
available. Just ask.
We had an issue with strong winds and the guys setting
up quickly came up with a solution to make sure the
Tipi still looked amazing. All our guests commented
on how cool & original the Tipi reception was. Would
DANCEFLOOR from £210.00
MIRROR BALL £66.00
STAGING £24.00 per panel

Frejya and Elliot’s first dance
© Jessica Reeve Photography

thoroughly recommend Love Tipis – perfect for a variety
of occasions! Frejya Phillips

We offer a range of bars, which can be
adapted for any space and number of guests.

Eat, drink
and be merry
Our rather fetching round bar is an impressive structure at 4.1M in diameter,
and will no doubt keep plenty of guests occupied, but we have lots of other
options if you are looking for inspiration for a themed wedding.
One of the perks of having your own bar, means you can supply your own drinks!
Many of our clients book a halo. Love Tipis offer dried hops and artificial
flowers. Alternatively your florist can create a dazzling center piece.
We also have handy cocktail tables and oak barrels for guests to socialise
in the bar area.
Whatever kind of catering you have in mind, we can supply a catering tent,
trestle tables, power and lighting for your supplier. We will need to know
their catering spec in plenty of time, so we can provide ample power supply.

BAR from £142.00
ANTIQUE CHALK BOARD
AND EASEL £36.00
FLORIST’S HALO £78.00
CATERING TENT from £240.00

Love Tipis were great to deal with.
Friendly, professional and reliable.
Everyone commented on how magical
the Tipis looked. We would definitely
recommend them.
Alice and Owen

Every bride needs to shine, and we can make that happen
with our wide range of lighting options. From twinkling
fairy lights, to funky uplighters, we can ensure that your
lighting choice complements your event.

Light up your love
Festoon lights attached to giant shepherds
crooks look great dressing the outside of the
Tipi, and our range of outdoor lights or lanterns
can light up the pathway or campsite.
Why not consider a Tipi playroom which is a
complimentary addition to the main event.
Perfect for keeping coats and pressies, as well
as somewhere cool for the kids to hang out.

FAIRY LIGHTS from £60.00 per Tipi
UPLIGHTERS from £18.00
FESTOON LIGHTS (20M) from £48.00
PLAYROOM TIPI £168.00
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Bringing you the
widest selection
of Tipis in the UK
Welcome to Love Tipis, the original supplier of the full range of White Tipis
along with Tan Tipis and Stretch tents, meaning you’ll have more choice
and flexibility, helping you to create your perfect day.
With a dedicated friendly office to help you from start to finish, free site
visits, a wide choice of furniture, lighting and the freedom to make the
changes as your event evolves, you can be confident when you chose us.
We will guide you through the booking process, answer all your questions
and help you find all those little extras, from Floral halo’s to vintage furniture
we have a large range of stock, lots of experience, ideas and inspiration.
Talk to our team without obligation to see how we can help you bring
your ideas into life.

Stewart

Founder of Love Tipis

01273 689891 or
01865 250027
bookings@lovetipis.co.uk

